COLLECT furniture is a young Danish company specialized in furniture for children. Our mission is to
produce high quality furniture that children love to explore and which is a joy to the adult eye. Parents
and children want to spend more time together so we design children's furniture that is great in
children's bedrooms, but may just as well be a permanent part of the living room, study or kitchen.
All the furniture is produced by Collect Furniture and designed by Frédéric Collette.
Playful and serious, his designs are all based on the combination of a functional idea with simple and
very graphic lines. Frédéric’s own two children are his major inspiration, but also his most valuable
critics, as they always try out prototypes under development.
Frédéric Collette has a Ph.D. in civil engineering with 10 years of experience in structural testing and
bridge design. Even turning towards small-scale structures, his engineering background explains his
deep involvement in all aspects of production. Durability and safety are considered already in the
early design phase, and concern for the environment in the production is always in focus all the way
from choice of material through work ethics during manufacture and impact on the children using our
furniture.
We have achieved the Nordic ECO-label ‘Swan’ for all our massive oak furniture summer 2009. It is our
aim to have all our furniture ‘Swan’ labelled by 2010 in order to clearly communicate our sustainable
awareness and ECO-friendly strategy. The Nordic ECO-label ‘Swan’ is equivalent to the European
ECO-label ‘Flower’, which however is not yet applicable for our furniture.

Collection 2009:

‘Children’s Furniture both inspiring play and supporting child development’
as recommended by Child Physiotherapist Louise Hærvig

Stool to reach high,

Scooter by turning it upside down,

Wagon for play,

Seat sitting at Stoolesk

and stacked for clearing

Oiled massive oak planks to enjoy the wood grain in full width: Natural oak, Smoked Oak and White Oak
Grey rubber wheels – quiet and leaving no traces on the floor
Dimension: 35x20 cm, height 22 cm

Double size - double function

Space for paper and pens

Desk for children 1-5 years

Oiled massive wide oak planks: Natural oak, Smoked Oak and White Oak
Dimension: 53x38 cm, height 41 cm

Tabouret for children over 5 years, teenagers & adults
(Stoolesk top = Adult chair seat level)

A serie:
A Chair & A Table nominated as a set for the Formland Design Prize 2006
Stained and lacquered plywood: Black-Red-Orange (March 2010 also Black-Blue-Turquoise & Birch-crème-crème)
A Chair: 41x41 cm, height 58 cm, seat height 35 cm, seat surface 30x30 cm
A Table: 85x85 cm, height 60 cm, top surface: 67x65 cm
Hang A Table: 85x50 cm, height 60 cm or whatever, top surface: 67x41 cm
Fulfils strength, durability and stability requirements for adult home furniture
Fulfils chemical requirements for toys for small children (under 3 years)

Inspired by the sloping sides
of letter A, ensuring stability

Drawer for paper and things

A Table designed for 2 children
Sitting opposite each other

Hang A Table is wall suspended
designed for 1 child in small bedroom

Magnet keeps drawer closed
when moving A Chair

6 drawers for paper and pens

3 drawers for paper and pens

A Chair can be stacked into
a practical chest of drawers

A Table and A Chair fit perfectly

Hang it higher for bigger children or
use as beauty desk or hallway desk
with storage for keys and mail

Fits perfectly with A Chair

Lounge chair with a classic look and 100% organic canvas
Massive oak: Untreated oak and oiled Oak
Cotton canvas: 100% certified organic from
Dimension: 53x38 cm, height 41 cm, seat height 20 cm

4 rectangular frames assembled with classic joints

Favourite television chair

2 separate detachable & washable organic canvas

and for climbing

Crossing canvas & oak frames

or checking buckles

